The EITV CC Studio is a software developed in Java with the objective of being an integrator sources of
Closed Caption. It features a simple API that allows integration with any system for generating text.
Among the available options we have the following forms of input:

◥ Common PC Keyboard 112 keys for fast insertions;
◥ Continuous Text;
◥ Subtitle File.srt (with timecode);
◥ Allows integration with automation video system via TCP / IP protocol;
◥ Voice Recognition System;
◥ Integration with News system:
◥ AP (ENPS);
◥ SNews (aNews);
◥ EasyNews;
◥ Avid (iNews);
◥ LIVE operator interface;
◥ Plug-in to integrate with audio recognition system;

KEYBOARD PC 112 FAST TYPING
User uses the keyboard PC 112 to type fast texts to be sent to the flow

FLOWING TEXT
This option allows the option to send a file to be processed and the content do the codec for the CEA-608 protocol.

.SRT FILE (WITH TIMECODE)
The .EiTV CC Studio opens the SRT file and the content is shown on the selected screen. Using this file is possible to
organize the exact moment that the content will be on the screen, so it is very synchronized with the audio.

VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Using a software designed for it, it is possible to get the voice recognized and the text created will send this
information to the EITV CC Studio to generate the closed captioning target for broadcast.

NEWS FEED
The EiTV CC Studio can connect with the TP (Teleprompter).

LIVE INTERFACE
The software EITV CC Studio has the feature to deliver the text on real time, using any of the options above.

PLUGIN
The EiTV CC Studio can be connected to others sources of Closed Caption.
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